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of his income. Hence the formulae to be compared must
necessarily be different. Though different, however, in order
that the comparison may be interesting, they must be members
of the same family. Thus, if # be the aggregate of income
and y the part of it that is expended in a particular way,
say, on beer, and if R = $(x) be the tax formula in the first
case, the tax formula in the second case should be R =m$(x)
+n\lj(y), it being understood that R has the same value in
both formulae. Our problem then becomes : Given that a
revenue R can be raised either by a tax assessed in the form
R =*$(x) or in the form R =m\fs(x) +n$(y], on which plan will
the aggregate sacrifice imposed on the taxpayers be smaller ?
The simplest special case of this general problem is presented
when $(x) has the value Tex, k being a constant. That is to
say, it is premised that, whatever taxes are imposed, whether
on income as a whole or on certain particular ways of spending
it, shall be simple proportionate taxes.1 I shall confine my
detailed analysis to this simple case. There is some pre-
sumption that the broad results attained hold good as a
general rule, though not universally, for more complex
cases also.
§ 4. Given that adjustment has been made so as to eliminate
all divergences at the margin between private net product
and social net product (together with the second set of dif-
ferent but analogous divergences considered in Chapter VIII),
then, so long as no revenue has to be raised, any further fiscal
interference with " natural " arrangements — distributional
factors are, of course, here excluded — is bound to be harmful.
For the satisfaction obtained from the marginal unit of work
devoted to any one use is equal to that obtained from the
marginal unit devoted to any other, and each of these satis-
factions again is equal to the dissatisfaction involved in the
marginal unit of work performed in each and every use;
which, distribution apart, is obviously the optimum possible
situation. There is a temptation to step from this thesis to
the further thesis that, given equality between private and
social net products at the margin, together with the other
condition referred to above, fiscal differentiation must still be
1 The complications arising out of the fact noted in Chapter V, § 10, that
progressive income taxes differentiate between safe and risky uses of productive
resources need not, therefore, be brought into account here.

